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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
This is the second in a series of papers intended to develop the theory of 
the umbra1 calculus. We shall assume familiarity with Sections l-5 of the 
first paper, hereinafter denoted by UCI. 
In UC1 we studied a certain class of polynomial sequences, called Sheffer 
sequences, by studying the dual vector space P* to the algebra of 
polynomials P. First we made P* into an algebra-the algebra of formal- 
power series in t. Sheffer sequences were defined as those sequences in P 
which are orthogonal to some geometric sequence g(t)f(t)k in P* 
~mf(~)k I s,(x)) = c, a,,, 
The degree requirements deg g(t) = 0 and degf(t) = 1 were placed in order 
to ensure the existence and uniqueness of the sequence s,(x). 
Our present goal is to extend the theory to a more general class of 
sequences in P* than the class of geometric sequences. This will bring some 
important new polynomial sequences into the purview of the umbra1 
calculus. We shall call elements of this new class decentralized geometric 
sequences. 
Let us illustrate with a simple example. Recall that if c, = n! for all n > 0, 
then the evaluation functional c,(t) is the exponential series eYt, 
WI&)) =P(Y). 
Now if y,,y,,... is a sequence of independent transcendentals (variables), 
then one decentralization of the geometric sequence tk is the sequence eykltk. 
The intuitive reason for this is that 
(tk I P(X)) = P’k’(o) 
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and 
(eYk’tk 1p(x)) = pck’( yk). 
In words, one decentralization of the sequence “kth derivative evaluated at 
0” is the sequence “kth derivative evaluated at yk.” Now the sequence x” in 
P is orthogonal to the sequence tk, 
(tklxn) = n!6,,,. 
Thus, one decentralization of the sequence x” is the sequence G,(x) 
satisfying 
(e”k’f G,(x)) = n!d,., 
or rather, 
Gkk’(yk) = n!d,,,. 
The polynomials G,(x) are known as the GonEarov (or Gontscharoff) 
polynomials and are of considerable importance in the theory of inter- 
polation. Thus, the umbra1 calculus may be extended to include the 
GonEarov polynomials. Another important polynomial sequence which we 
shall incorporate in this way is the sequence 
s,(x)= (x-Y&-YY,)*** (x-Yn-1). 
Up to now we have been using the algebra of formal power series in a 
single variable to study the dual vector space P* and hence also the algebra 
P. We have come to a point in the development of the umbra1 calculus where 
it pays to reverse this point of view. Accordingly, we devote a section of this 
paper to the study of the algebra of formal power series in a single variable 
by thinking of formal power series as linear functionals on P. 
2. DECENTRALIZED GEOMETRIC SEQUENCES 
To fix our terminology we shall let P be the algebra of polynomials in x 
and ST be the algebra of formal power series in t, both over the base field K 
of characteristic zero. We let c, be a sequence of nonzero constants. The 
algebra F represents the set of all linear functionals on P as well as certain 
set of linear operators on P-this by means of 
(tklX”> = Cn’n.k 
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and 
tkx” = (c,/c,_,) Xn-k. 
The details may be found in UCI. 
We would like to remind the reader of an extremely useful result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf degf,(t) = k and (fk(t)Ip(x)) = 0 for all k > 0, then 
p(x) = 0. Similarly, if deg ZJ~(X) = k and (f(t) 1 pk(x) > = Ofor all k > 0, then 
f(t) = 0. 
Suppose 
YO~Y,~Y,V.. and zo, z1 3 z2,... 
form a set of independent ranscendentals (i.e., variables). Let K be the 
quotient field of the algebra of all formal power series in these transcen- 
dentals over a base field C. We need not concern ourselves with a precise 
description of K. Our only concern is that K is a field. It is critical to the 
theory to assume that the constants c, lie in C and, hence, are independent of 
the transcendentals. For any integer k we define the function Sk on.K which 
shifts the subscripts of the transcendentals. Thus, 
skYj=Yj+kT SkZj = Zj+k. 
Notice that Skyj is not defined if k +j < 0 and we shall be careful to avoid 
such a contigency. Now suppose f(t) is a series in X. Then for k > 0 we 
shall write Skf(t) as f(t; k). For uniformity we may write f(r) asf(t; 0). To 
put it in words, f(t) may involve some transcendentals in its coefficients. 
Then f(t; k) is obtained from f(t) by adding k to the subscripts of these 
transcendentals. We adopt a similar notation Skp(x) =p(x; k) for 
polynomials in P. 
A decentralized geometric sequence in F is a sequence of the form 
hk(t) = g(t; k)f(t; 0) . ..f(t. k - l), h,(t) = g(c O), 
where g(t) and f(t) are in X. Whenever g(t) and f(t) do not involve the 
transcententals the sequence hk(t) reduces to a geometric sequence in X. 
We shall have frequent occasion to use the fact that 
SkWt> I P(X)) = WY-(t) I SkP(X>) (2.1) 
and 
~“vwP(x)1 = Pkf(OlPkP(41 (2.2) 
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whenever all expressions are defined. In particular, if (f(t)] p(x)) is 
independent of the transcendentals, then (f(t)1 p(x)) = (f(t; k) 1 p(x; k)) for 
all k > 0. 
3. DECENTRALIZED SHEFFER SEQUENCES 
As usual by a sequencep,(x) in P we imply that degp,(x) = n. Recall that 
a delta series f(t) in .F is a series satisfying degf(t) = 1 and an invertible 
series g(t) is a series satisfying deg g(t) = 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f (t) be a delta series and let g(t) be invertible. Then 
the identity 
(g(t; k)f(c 0) .--f(t; k - l)ls,(x)) = c,&,,k (3.1) 
for all n, k > 0 determines a unique sequence s,,(x) in P. 
Proof. Since deg g(t; k)f(t; 0) +..f(t; k - 1) = k the sequence g(t; k) 
f(t; 0) . ..f(t. k - 1) forms a pseudobasis for ST and the proof is virtually 
identical to that given for Theorem 5.1 of UCI. 
We will call the sequence s,(x) the decentralized She&r sequence for the 
pair ( s(09f(0), or more briefly, we say s,(x) is decentralized Sheffer for 
(gW9fW)* 
THEOREM 3.2 (The expansion theorem). Let s,(x) be decentralized 
She&r for (g(t),f(t)). Then for any h(t) in F, 
“, h(t) = z (40 I Sk(x)) g(t; k)f(t;O) . ..f(t. k- 1) 
k=O 'k 
Proof. We simple apply the right side to s,(x) to obtain (h(t)ls,(x)). An 
application of Lemma 2.1 completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3. Let s,(x) be decentralized Sheffer for (g(t),f (t)). Then 
for any p(x) in P, 
P(x)= x 
(g!f;k)f(cO) . ..f(t.k- l)Ip(x)) s (x) 
k . 
k>O ck 
We now give an operator characterization of decentralized Sheffer 
sequence. 
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THEOREM 3.3. The sequence s,(x) is decentralized Sheffer for 
(g(t),f(t)) if and ml?, zf 
(1) (g(t>/sn(x)) = wtl,o 
(2) “f(t) s,(x) = @n/c, - 1) s, -I (xi 1). 
Proof: Suppose s,(x) is decentralized Sheffer for (g(t),f(t)), Then Eq. 
(3.1) for k = 0 gives (1). To prove (2) we have for k > 1 
(dt; k)f(C 1) .*-At; k - I)lf(t; 0) s,,(x)) 
= Cdn,k 
= (C,/C,-,)C,~,~,-,,k-l 
= k/c,-A(&; k - I)./% 0) . ..f(t. k- f)(s,-,(x)) 
= (c,,/c,-,)(g(t; k)f(c 1) . ..f(t. k - l)ls,-,(x; 1)). 
Thus, by Lemma 2.1 we must have f(t; 0) s,Jx) = (c,/c,- ,) s,_ ,(x; 1). For 
the converse suppose (1) and (2) hold. Then 
(&; k)f(c 0) -. . f(t; k - 1) 1 s,(x)) 
= (c&n-,>(g(C k)f(t; 1) .a-f(t; k - l)ls,-,(x; 1)) 
= k/c,-P’(&k- l>f(t;O> *...I-@; k-2)ls,p,(x)) 
and continuing in the way we obtain 
(c,/c,-k) Sk(&; O)Isn-k(X)) 
= (c,/c,-k> SkCn-kht,k 
- Cndn,k. 
This completes the proof. 
We now come to the decentralized Sheffer identity. 
THEOREM 3.4. A sequence s,(x) is decentralized Sheflr for (g(t), f (t)) 
for some delta series f (t) if and only if deg g(t) = 0 and 
Ey(t) SJX) =+ cn - sk(Y) & k, Sn-k(X; , 
k:O ckc,-k 
(3.2) 
for all y in K and for all n > 0. 
ProoJ 
expansion 
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Suppose s,(x) is decentralized Sheffer for (g(t),f(t)). The 
theorem for h(t) = sy(t) gives 
cc Sk(Y) &y(t) = c -g(t; k)f(t; 0) e..f(t; k - 1). 
k=O ck 
Applying both sides of this to s,(x) and using Theorem 3.3 and Eq. (2.2) 
gives the Sheffer identity. For the converse we define the linear operator Ton 
P by 
R(x) = (c,Ic,-,> sn-I(x; 1X Ts,(x) = 0. (3.3) 
Now since the left side of (3.2) is easily seen to be symmetric in x and y we 
have 
EJC) s,(x) = f cn ~ sk(x) i&k k) s,-k(Y; k), 
k=O ckc,-k 
(3.4) 
where the subscript y indicates that the operator g,(t; k) acts on y. From 
(3.4) we obtain, for y in C, 
W) s,(x) = T kto & sk(x) g,(t; k) s,-k(Y; k) 
= i, cn 
‘k-Icn-k 
sk-I(x; l>&&k)s,-,(Y;k) 
n-1 
=C C?l 
k=O ‘kc”-k-l 
Sk&; l)g,(t; k+ I)&-,-,(y; k) 
n-1 
=” k;O e,‘-I:,-, 
Sk(X)gy(f;k)s,-k-I(Y;k) 
= WL,> S’EyW %I@> 
= w,-1) %@) S”-,(K 1) 
=, &y(f) %I@)- 
Thus, T&,,(t) = s,,(t) T for y in C. By Corollary 2 to Proposition 4.1 in UC1 
we deduce the existence of a seriesf(t) in jT for which T =f(t), Since S,(X) 
is assumed to be a sequence in P the definition of T implies that f(t) is a 
delta series. Equations (3.3) and (3.4) imply 
’ &y(t) %z(x) = c ug(t; k)f(t; 0) . ..f(t. k - 1) s,(x). 
k=O ck 
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Since this holds for all n > 0 we have 
“7 Sk(Y) &y(f) = z -g(t; k)f(t; 0) +..f(t; k - 1) 
k=O ck 
Applying these linear functionals to s,(x) gives 
k=O 
(& k)f(c 0) -;f(t; k- l)Is,(x)) Sk(yV) 
and comparing coefficients of sk(x) gives 
(g(C k)f(t; 0) *-*f(C k - l)IS,(X)) = C,an,k 
which concludes the proof. 
The reader may recall that a polynomial sequence s,(x) satisfying the 
binomial identity 
has been termed a sequence of binomial type. Setting c, = n! and 
g(t; k) = eykt we find that (3.2) becomes 
s,(x+y)= 2 ; 
( i 
sk(Y)s,-k(x +Yk;k)* 
k=O 
One sees the justification in calling this the decentralized binomial identity. 
4. COMPUTATION OF DECENTRALIZED SHEFFER SEQUENCE 
In order to derive formulas for the computation of decentralized Sheffer 
sequences we are required to make some slight extensions in the theory. Let 
f(t) be a delta series. Thenf(t) has no multiplicative inverse in ST. Thought 
of as a formal Laurent series, however, f(t) has a multiplicative inverse, 
denoted by f -l(t) and satisfying 
f-‘(t) = t-‘(f(t)/t)-‘. 
We shall require the use of the linear operator f-'(t) on P defined by 
extending the definition 
tkx” = (c,/c, _ k) x”- k 
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for all k >, 0 to include 
t-lX”=(C,/C”+l)Xn+l. 
To be absolutely clear, if f - ’ (t) = Cr! _, (I~ tk, then 
f-‘(t)Xn = 2 Uk tkx” 
k=-1 
= f ak”-Xn-k. 
k=-1 cn-k 
We shall also require the use of the linear functional f - l(t). In this case we 
set 
(t-‘lx”)=0 
for all n > 0. Thus we have 
where we have simply dropped the term involving t-‘. If g(t) is in ST the 
expression (g(t)f-‘(t)jx”) is evaluated by first taking the formal product 
g(t)f - ‘(t) before dropping any terms involving t - ‘. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f (t) be a delta series and let g(t) be any series in Sr. 
Then 
(d~)f-‘wlx”) = M~w’wn). 
Proof: By linearity we need only observe that 
(tkIt-Ix”)= (tk-‘Ixn) for all n, k > 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f (t) be a delta series and let g(t) be any series in X. 
Then as linear operators we have 
so> of -‘W =gWf-‘(43 
where the left side is composition of operators and the right side is the 
product of formal Laurent series. 
Proof. This follows readily from the fact that tk o t-lx” = tk-Ix”, 
Notice that since the product is commutative we have 
g(t) of - ’ (0 = g(t)f - 1 (t) =f - ‘0) g(t). 
Caution must be exercised, however, since f -l(t) o g(t) f f -l(t) g(t). 
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We can now derive our first formula. Letf(t) be a delta series and let g(l) 
be invertible. For all integers k > 0 we define the linear operator J, on P by 
Jkxn=f-‘(r;k)x”-(l/cOg,)(g(t;k)f ‘(t;k)lx”), 
where g, is the constant term of g(t; k). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let s,(x) be the decentralized She&r sequence for 
(dt),f@)). Then 
s,(x) = (c,/c, g,) Jo 0 J, 0 . . . 0 J, -. , 1, 
where by J,oJ, 0 ... 0 J,-, 1 we mean the composition of the operators 
J,,, J, ,..., J,- 1 applied to the polynomial p(x) = 1. If n = 0, then 
J,o . ..oJ.p, is the identity operator. Again g, is the constant term in 
g(t; n). 
Proof The result is clear for IZ = 0. Since degf(t; k) > 0 we have 
f(t; k) 0 Jkx” =f(t; k) 0 f - ‘(t; k) x” 
- (l/c,g,)(g(t;k)f~'(t; W")fW) 1 
=f (t; k) of -‘(t; k)x” 
=x n 
and so 
f (t; k) 0 Jk = I. 
Also, since deg g(t; k) = 0, Theorem 4.1 gives 
(4.1) 
(g(t; k)JJ,x” > = (g(t; k)l f -I@; k) xn) 
- (l/c, gJ( g(t; k)f - ‘Pi k) I x”>( &; k) I 1) 
= (dt; k)lf -‘(t; k)x”)- (g(t; k)f -‘(t; k)lx) 
= 0. (4.2) 
Therefore, for k < n, Eq. (4.1) implies 
(g(t;k)f(t;O).a.f(t;k- l)l(c,/c,g,)J,o a.. oJ,-,I> 
=(cn/cog,)(g(t;k)Lf(t;k-1)~~~f(t;O)oJ,,o...oJ,~,1) 
=(c,/cOg,)(g(t;k)lJko -.a oJ,-ll). (4.3) 
If k < n, then (4.2) implies this equals 0 and if k = n we get 
(c,h g,>( & n> I 1) = c,. In either case we have ~,a~,~. From degree 
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considerations it follows that (4.3) equals c,B~,~ for all n, k > 0. This 
completes the proof. 
We may derive another formula for decentralizated Sheffer sequences. Let 
f(t) be a delta series and let g(t) be invertible. We define the linear operators 
H, on P by 
H, = (g(t; 0))-’ t-’ 
and for k > 0 
H, = (g(t; k - 1)/g@; k))f-‘(t; k - 1). 
We denote the leading coefficient of the series H, by h,. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let s,(x) be the decentralized She&r sequence for 
(gW,f W. Then 
s,(x) = (c,/c,) h,HO 0 H, 0 a.. 0 H,p, 1, 
where if n = 0, then so(x) = h,. 
Proof: Let us write p,(x) = (c,/c,) h, H,, o -.- o H,- I 1 and verify the 
conditions of Theorem 3.3 for p,(x). Again, we denote the leading coefficient 
of g(t; 0) by g, and the leading coeffkient off (t; 0) by f,. To prove part (1) 
of Theorem 3.3 we have for n > 0. 
(& O)l~,(x)) = (dcO)I WC,> &Ho 0 ..a 0 Hn-, 1) 
= ( g(c 0) Ho I (c,/c,) h, H, 0 . . - 0 H, - 11) 
=(t-‘l(c,/c,)h,H,o...oH,_,l)=O 
and for n = 0, 
To prove part (2) for n = 1 we have 
f 0; O)P,(X) =f 0; W,/co) h, Ho 1 
= @,/co) h,(& O>>-’ (f Cc W) 1 
= (c&o> h(fo/go) 
= (c&o) S’POW 
For n > 1 we first observe that 
S’H,=H,,, 
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for k > 1 and by Theorem 4.2 
f(t; 0) o Ho o H, =f(t; 0) 0 (g(t; 0))~’ tr’ 0 (g(t; O)/g(t; l))f-‘(t; 1) 
= (s(c W’ (f(c 0)/t) o (g(t; 0)/g@; l)).r’(t; 1) 
= (g(t; 1)))r t-l 
= S’H,,. 
Therefore, 
f(t; 0) s,(x) =f(t; O)(c,/c,) h,H,, 0 H, 0 a.* 0 II,-, I 
= (c,/c,~,)(c,~,/c,) S’h,-J’H, o S’H, o . . . o S’H,-, 1 
= (CnICn-1) S’P”-1(X). 
This completes the proof. 
5. THE CLASSICAL UMBRAL CALCULUS 
The term classical umbra1 calculus will refer to the case 
c, = n! 
for all n > 0. In this case the operator tk is the ordinary kth derivative and 
the linear functional tk is the kth derivative evaluated at 0. 
The evaluation functional ey(t) is the exponential series ey’, 
(eY’/PW =P(Y>. 
Therefore, the product of evaluation at y with evaluation at z is evaluation at 
Y + z, 
eYtert = e(Y+r)t* 
The operator eyf is translation by y, 
Pp(x) = p(x + y). 
The expression c,/c~c,-~ becomes the familiar binomial coefficient (t ) and 
the decentralizer Sheffer identity is 
s,(x+y)= i (;) sk(Y) & k) s,- kcX; k). 
k=O 
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The GonEarov Polynomials 
Let us take 
g(t) = eYof 
and 
f(t) = t. 
Then the decentralized geometric sequence for (g(t),f(t)) is 
hk(t) = eYkttk, 
where 
(h/c(t) 1 P(X)) = P’k’(Y,)- 
The decentralized Sheffer sequence for (e , ) yof t is the GonEarov sequence. We 
shall soon see that the nth GonEarov polynomial involves only the transcen- 
dentals yO,..., yn-r and we shall use the notation G,(x; yO,..., y,-r) for the nth 
GonEarov polynomial. 
From the definition we have 
Theorem 3.3 characterizes the GonEarov polynomials by 
G,(Y,;Y,,-., Y,- J = 4.o 
G;(x; Y, ,..., y,-d = nG,-,(x;y,,...,~,-,). 
The decentralized Sheffer identity gives 
G,(x +Y;Y,,...,Y,-,I 
n 
= 
=() k O 
; Gk(y;yO,...,~k-,)~,-k(~+~k~~k~...~~n) 
which is a new identity for GonEarov polynomials. 
As a application of the expansion theorem we expand the polynomials 
xG,-r(x; yr ,..., y,-,) in terms of G,(x; y, ,..., y,- ,). Corollary 1 of 
Theorem 3.2 gives 
xG,- d-v Y, ,..., Y,- ,I 
= 5 (eY*ffkIxG~-~~;Y*7”‘.Y.-~)) Gk(X;yo,...,Y,-,). 
k=O 
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But recalling that (f(t)Ixp(x)) = (f’(t)1 p(x)) we have 
(eyk’tkIxG,_,(x;y,,...,~n-,)) 
= ((e’kftk)‘lG,~l(x;y,,...,L’n..l)) 
= (ykeYkftk + keYkftk~‘/G,-l(x;y,,...ryn-l)) 
=y,(n - l>k G,-,-k(~k;~k+,,...r~n-,) 
+ k(n - l)k-, G,-,(Y,;Y,,...,Y~-1) 
=yk(n - l>k G,-,~k(~k;~k+,,...r~n-~) + n%, 
and so 
n-l 
xG,-,(-v~, ,...,y,-,) = G,(x;Y,,,.-,~n-I) + 2 Y, 
k=O 
This result is due to N. Levinson, for use in obtaining a bound for Whit- 
taker’s constant. 
A formula for the GonEarov polynomials may be obtained from Theorem 
4.3. In this casef-‘(t; k) = t-’ and so 
Jkxn = lp ‘x” - (eYk’t-’ 1 x”) 
= (n + I)-’ xn+’ - (eYk’/l-‘xn) 
= (n + 1)-1x”+’ - (n + 1)-‘y;+’ 
.x 
ZZ 
I t” dt. 
From this follows the usual formula 
G,(x; Y o ,..., y,- ,) = n! -i, dt, 1;; dt, ... j;“;: dt,. 
n 
If the difference operator A, is defined by d,p(x) =p(x) -p(y) and if we 
suggestively write t- ’ as D - ’ we have 
Jkxn = Ayk 0 D-lx” 
andsoJk=AykOD-‘.Thus, 
G,(x; yo,..., y,-,)=n!A,ooD-‘~ ... oAyn~,oD-‘l. 
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Theorem 4.4 gives a different, and apparently new, formula for the 
GonEarov polynomials. We have 
Ho = e-Yo't--l 
and for k > I 
H, = e(~k-,-~x)rt-~. 
Then 
G,(x; yo,..., y,- ,) = n!epYo’tpl o e(yo-yl)ft-l o --. 
o e’Y.-‘-Y”-l”t- ‘* 
If we denote the translation operator eZf by T,, then we obtain (with t-’ 
written as D-‘) 
G,(x; ho,..., Y,- , )=n!T_,ooD-loTyo_y,oD~lo... 
0 Ty -2-y _I 0 D-‘. ” ” 
A generalization of the GonEarov polynomials is obtained by taking 
g(t) = e ‘a1 and f(t) to be any series which is independent of the transcen- 
dentals. The decentralized Sheffer sequence for the pair (eYof,f(t)) satisfies 
(eY”‘f(t)kIs,(x)) = n!6,,,. 
In other words, s,(x) is the sequence of interpolation polynomials for the 
sequence of linear functionals ey,(t) of(t)‘(. From Theorem 4.3 we have 
Jkx” =f-‘(t) xn - (eY”‘f-‘(t)lx”) 
= dyk c~f-‘(D) x” 
and so 
sn(x) = n!dyo of-‘(D) 0 a.. 0 dy,-, of-‘(D) 1. 
From Theorem 4.4 we have the alternative formula 
s,(x) = (n!/fi) T+,o De1 0 Tyo-y, of-‘(D) 0 -.- 0 TYnm2-,,-, of-‘(o) 1. 
409/89/l-20 
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6. THE NEWTONIAN UMBRAL CALCULUS 
The term Newtonian umbra1 calculus will refer to the case 
c, = 1 
for all n > 0. The operator t is multiplication by xP ’ 
where tl = 0. 
The evaluation functional is the geometric series 
1 
yktk Tz __ 
1 -yt 
and so 
& I&>) =P(Y>. 
The operator cy(t) = (1 - yt)- ’ satisfies 
X 
n-1 
E&t) xn = 
-yn+’ 
X-Y 
and so 
&I#) = 
-v(x) -VP(Y) 
x-y . 
Thus, the decentralized-Sheffer identity becomes 
XS”(X) -Y%(Y) = ;7 
X-Y kz0 
s,(Y)&; k)s,-k(x; k)* 
Let us compute the decentralized Sheffer sequence for ((1 - y,t)-‘, t). 
From Theorem 4.3 we obtain in the usual way 
s,(x; yo,..., y,-1) =dyo 0 x0 .** 0 A,,-* o Xl, 
where X is the operator multiplication by x. This sequence is the Newtonian 
analog of the GonEarov sequence. It satisfies 
(Eyli(f)lX-kS,(X;YO,...,Yn-r))= 6,,k 
and 
x- ls,(x; yo,..., Yn-,)=Sn-,(X;Y,,...,Yll-l), 
where of course XPkx’ = 0 if j - k < 0. 
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Notice that the delta series te,(t) = f/(1 - yt) satisfies 
and so 
t -p = 1 n-1 _ xn-yn 
1 -yt I-yrX - X-Y 
(t/U -v’))&)= (P(X)-P(Y)K-YY) (6.1) 
which is the first divided difference of p(x). 
The kth divided &@rence of a polynomial p(x) with respect o a sequence 
y, is usually defined by a recurrence (see, e.g., Davis [4] or Hildebrand [5]) 
PIYOI =P(Yo> 
P[Y,,Y,l = (PIYOI -P[Y,l)l(Yo-Y,) 
PIY OY9Ykl = (P[Y,mY,-II -P[Y,,...,Y,l)l(Y,-Y,). 
We are now in a position 
begin by observing that 
PIYOI = (& 
to describe these divided differences directly. We 
and 
PlYo9Y,l= ((1 -YoV - (1 -Y,t)-‘)l(Yo-Y,)lP(X)) 
and 
P[Yo~Y,~Y*l= ( 
(t/(1 -Yot)(l -Y10)- w -Y1W -Y2t)) 
Yo -Yz 
t2 = 
(1 -yot)(l -y,t)(l -yzt) * 
The pattern is now clear. The decentralized geometric sequence 
hk0) = E&> t&y,(t) * * * teEya-, (t)= P/(1 -y,t) *** (1 -ykt) 
has the property that 
hk+,w = @kW - ~‘~kWY(YO -Yk+ 1) 
and since (h,(t) 1 p(x)) = p[ y,] we deduce that 
k 
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Notice that hk(f) is the decentralized geometric sequence for g(t) = 
(1 -Y,t)-‘=~~,(t)andf(t)=t/(l -Yot)=re,O(t). 
Naturally we want next to determine the decentralized Sheffer sequence 
for (( 1 - Yet)-I, t/(1 -YlOt)). In order to use Theorem 4.4 we compute 
Ho= (1 -y,t) t-1 = t-’ -Y, =X-y,, 
where X = t- ’ is the operator multiplication by X. Also, for k > 0, 
Hk= 
1 -y/(t 1 -Yk-lf 
1 -Yk-,l t 
=t-‘-y,t=X-yk. 
Thus the decentralized Sheffer sequence for (( 1 - y, t) - *, t/( 1 - y, t)) is 
7r,(X;Y0,...,Yn-J = (x -Yo)(X -Y,> *.. 6 -Y,-1). 
Thus, from the definition of decentralized Sheffer sequence 
%[Y0,...,Ykl = k,,. 
Theorem 3.3 characterizes X,(X; y, ,..., y,- ,> as the unique PolYnomial 
sequence for which 
~n(Yo,*.., Yn- 1) = 4,o 
and 
(~,(x;Y,Y..,Y,-1) - 7C,(YO;Y0,...,Yn-I))/(X -Yo) 
=7-l n--I(x;YIY..~Y”-,). 
It is interesting to notice that 
( fk ix+f-o (~;k)y’(P+‘~x”) (1 -yt)k+l 
n = 
i 1 
k Ynpk 
= + (Ey(wkXn) 
and so tk/( 1 - ~t)~+’ is l/k! times the kth derivative evaluated at y. We may 
use this result to handle the case of confluent transcendentals. In particular 
suppose y. = y, = ... = Yi for j < k. Then using (6.1) we have 
~b,~Y,~...~Yk-, 
tk + 1 
‘=((l-y,r)“‘(l-y,-,t) 
r’ tk-j- 1 
(1 -y,,tY’+’ 1 (1 -yj+,t) *-* (1 -y&It) p(x) 
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It is worth taking special note of the case of two transcendentals, 
P(Y) -P(Z) = 
Y--z ( (Gyr;(l -zt) p(x) I ) * 
Now we would like to set y = z, which can be done in the right side and 
gives 
( (1 fvc)’ /P(x))= wwPw. 
Thus, we haved passed from the difference quotient to the derivative in a 
purely algebraic manner, requiring no use of the limit! This brings up many 
interesting questions about a purely algebraic polynomials calculus, without 
the need for the concept of limit. We plan to continue this story at a future 
date. 
7. FORMAL POWER SERIES 
Up to now the umbra1 calculus has taken the point of view that the dual- 
vector space P* can be profitably studied via the algebra .F of formal power 
series in a single variable. We shall now take the reverse point of view. Since 
any linear functional on P is a formal power series-so any formal power 
series is a linear functional. In fact, a formal power series is a linear 
functional in many ways-one for each choice of the sequence c,. 
We shall confine our attention here to one problem. A more detailed study 
of the algebra of formal-power series awaits a future paper in this series. Let 
c, and d, be sequences of nonzero constants. Let g(t) and h(t) be invertible 
series in Sr and let f(t) and l(t) be delta series. Consider the formal power 
series 
u(t) = -f f% g(t; k)f(t; 0) -..f(t; k - 1) 
k=O ‘k 
for constants ak in K. Then u(t) has an expression of the form 
u(t) = f 2 h(t; k) I@; 0) . . . l(t; k - 1) 
k=O k 
for some constants b,. We wish to determine the constants b, in terms of the 
constants ak. 
A word of notation is in order. Since we are considering more than one 
sequence of nonzero constants, we have more than one action of jr on P. 
We shall use the notation 
w> I P(X)), 
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to denote the action of the linear functional f(t) on p(x) derived from 
(tklx”) = C,dn,k. 
Similarly, we shall write (f(t)/ P(x))~ for the action of f(t) on p(x) derived 
from (tklx”) = t&6,,,. The following lemma will be of use: 
LEMMA 7.1. If u(t) is in F, then 
(U(f) I X”)d/kl = (u(t) I x”)cIc, * 
Pro@ This result is obvious for u(t) = tk and an appeal to linearity 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let u(t) be the formal series 
u(t) = 2 3 g(t; k)f(t; 0) . . -f(t; k - I), 
k=O 'k 
where ak is in K. Then 
u(t) = q 5 h(t; k) l(t; 0) . . . l(t; k - 1). 
ke0 dk 
where 
(7.1) 
b 
” d, 
where r,(x) is the decentralized Sheffer sequence for (h(t), l(t)) using the 
sequence of constants d,. That is, 
(h(t; k) l(t; 0) ... l(t; k - I)lr,(x)), = d,6,,,. 
ProoJ: It is clear from degree consideration that an expression of the 
form (7.2) exists. Applying both sides of (7.2) to r,,(x), using the sequence 
d,, gives 
b, = (u(t)lrn(x))d. 
By Corollary 3.1 we have 
m(x)= c 
' @jIrntX))d xj 
j=O 
d, 
J 
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and thus, 
b 
n 
= 5 (t’Irn(X))d (u(t)lxj > 
dj 
d’ 
j=O 
An application of Lemma 7.1 concludes the proof. 
When we choose to take c, = d, this result can be simplified. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let u(t) be the formal series 
u(t) = ? 5 g(t; k)f(t; 0) . . .f(t; k - l), 
k=O ck 
where ak is in K. Then 
O” b 
44 = c -L h(t; k) l(t; 0) .a. l(t; k - I), 
k=O ‘k 
where 
b, = i 2 (g(t;j)f(t; 0) . ..f(t;j - 1)1 r,(x)), 
j=O cj 
where r,(x) is the decentralized She&r sequence for (h(t), Z(t)). 
ProoJ Let s,(x) be the decentralized Sheffer sequence for (g(t),f(t)). 
Then Corollary 3.1 gives 
n s.(x) 
r,(x) = c L(g(wMcO) .-.f(t;.i- l)lr,(x)). 
j=O Cj 
Applying u(t) to both sides and observing that 
0.40 I r,(x)) = 4, 
and 
C”tt> I sj(x)) = aj 
concludes the proof. 
As a special case we have 
COROLLARY 7.1, Let 
m a 
u(t) = c ” tk. 
k=O ck 
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u(t) = f iA h(t; k) I@; 0) 
k=O ck 
. . . I(r; k - I), 
where 
b, = jj 2 (tj[r,(x)), 
j=O cj 
where r,(x) is the decentralized Sheffer sequence for (h(t), l(t)). 
Let us give some examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
m = kgo 2 tk. 
We determine b, in 
U(t) = f bk eykttk, 
k=,, k! 
Referring to Corollary 7.1 we have c, = n! and 
and so 
h(t) = eyO’, Z(t) = t 
r,Jx> = G,(x; Ye,.-, Y,-t> 
is the GonEarov sequence. Thus, 
b.=~~o~(t’lG,(x:y,,...,l.,-,)) 
. . 
n n = 
=() 
. UjG,-j(O;Yj,...,Yn-I) 
j o J 
and we may write 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let 
u(t) = 5 a,tk. 
k=O 
We determine b, in 
u(t) = -f b 
k 
k,o k (1 -y,t) .‘.’ (1 -ykt)’ 
Referring to Corollary 7.1 we have c, = 1 and 
1 
h(t) = -, 
1 -Yof 
Z(t) = l-- 
1 -yet 
and so 
r,(x)= (x-Yo) **- (x-Yn-A. 
Thus, 
b,= i aj(t’I(X--0) ... (x-~~-1)). 
j=O 
If we write o(n,j) for the elementary symmetric function on yo,..., yn-, of 
order j, then 
n 
(x-yo) .** (x-Y,-l>= ,~o(-l)X4w-i 
and so 
(t’I(x-yo)*** (X-yn-,))=(-1)“-ja(n,n-j). 
Therefore, 
b, = 5 (-l)“-’ ajo(n, n -j) 
j=O 
and 
k=O k=O [ j=O I 
k 
, 
x (1 -yet) .:. (1 -yy,t) * 
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‘Y ak 
u(t) = \ - eYkftk. 
keo k! 
We determine 6, in 
cc k 
U(t)=k~obk(I-rof).~.(l-rkt). 
Referring to Theorem 7.1 we have 
c, = n!, g(t) = eynr, f(t) = t, 
and 
d,= 1, h(t)= (1 -zot)-‘, l(t) = t/( 1 - z0 t), 
and so 
r,(x)= (x-zo)... (x-znel)= 2 (-l)“o(n, i)x"-'. (7.3) 
i=O 
Therefore 
b = <’ (“(t)lx’)c (tjI(X - z ) . . . (x _ zn-,)) 
n i j! 0 d' j=O 
We see that 
(tj~(x-zo)~~~(~-zz,~I))d=(-l)n-jO(n,n-j) 
and 
(u(t)[xj), = fj q (eyiftkIxj)c 
i=O l. 
j 7 j = 
= Cl i O '
a,$'. 
Hence, 
b, = i i 
. 
'-ii"-' 
j=O i=O . 
(:) a,$-'a(& n-j). 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let 
u(t) = 2 a 
tk 
We determine b, in 
u(t) = f’ !!i e+tk. 
co k! 
Referring to Theorem 7.1 we have 
c,= 1, g(t) = (1 -Y(K1, f(f) = f/(1 -YoQ 
and 
d, = n!, h(t) = erg*, l(t) = t. 
Therefore. 
‘-n(x) = G,,(x; z. ,..., z, _ ,) 
and 
b, = $ (u(t)lx’), (tj)G,,(x; to,..., z,-,)),. 
j=O 
Now 
(t’l G,(x; zo,..., z,- 1 ))d = (n)j G”-j(O; Zjr**., Z,- 1) 
and 
NIX’),= ~ ai(t’/(l -YOt) “’ (1 --yit)lX’). 
i=O 
If we use the notation [ y o,..., yklti for the kth divided difference of xj, then 
and so 
b,= i i (n)ja,[yo,...,y,],,G,-j(O;Zj,...,Z,-,). 
j=O i=O 
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